
Agenda

Warner Robins High School, School Council

1/26/23

Call to order                                                                                           Mr. McCook

Inspiration                                                                                             Mr. McCook

Approval of the Agenda                                                                       Mr. McCook

Recognition of visitors                                                                         Mr. McCook

Report of the Principal                                                                         Mr. McCook

New Business

● Scholastic update/Map scores
○ Map Growth scores-9th and 10th ELA 99%
○ Alg 44%  Geo some growth . We have made some adjustments.
○ Spring Map growth is the one to focus on so making adjustments to continue

growing. High achievers don’t always show growth so that is something we are
working on.  Working with Dr.Rizer at HoCo to come up with ways to motivate
students.  We are looking at using AO time-choice with growth-targeted if in
need.

○ We currently targeting 50 kids to help focus on motivation,  Sometimes
motivation comes from outside the classroom.  We will be adding in AP’s (5
aAP’s=10 students each) for mentorship.

○ Working on changes to promote growth inside and outside classroom (hopefully
add counselors and faculty with 10 students each to grow the program in the
future)

○ Teachers showing up makes students feel cared for and helps their motivation. All
must work together (elem-high).  PreK-3rd is most important time- Have seen lots
of growth in the district so good is coming from feeder schools.

○ PLC’s are looking at data and giving Tier 2 instruction during class on a regular
basis.

○ Demon Time is targeting those areas as well. We are at around  88% grade rate.



○ Layton added in his PLC they are not just looking at own students but comparing
standards instruction and sharing students in DemonTime to move ALL kids
forward

● Teacher Advisement Night

Feb 28, Mar 1-2   3:30-7 Parent conference with plan for schedule and graduation path.
Allows a way to improve the teacher/parent relationship.

AP/CTAE is tonight Parent information meeting and sign up

2/2  3 weeks progress report

2/21 Distance learning day: Students work at home in GC. May be limited work, but
teachers will use as PL day to improve instruction.

2/25 TeacherRecruitment Day

3/21 8th grade visitation day

4/22 Prom  Convenient and low cost in new gym (bought floor covering)

Someone asked about Parent volunteer/chaperone? Talk with Abrams-but don’t normally
allow parents there-not even for Senior Walk-Out.  Walk-Out is live streamed for parents.

● Security/centegix system

Rapid response system. We went live on 1/23. If faculty click the card it alerts admin and
staff. Easy access but can be preventive.  Continued clicks can prompt Codes.  Detectors
will start blinking and the teacher screen flashes protocol so it doesn't have to be
announced over the intercom.  Code blue - medical emergency.

Ray: What about student knowledge-are they aware of the new system?
Yes-flashers/strobes outside the building so visitors know Red, Yellow, Blue will also
show up on digital signs outside by the road. Students want to know so details are given
as needed. Updates are given occasionally during CodeYellow. We have also gotten
feedback from students using scenario conversations as a way to keep students informed
and aware. This builds trust and ads knowledge

1/27 Codes will be practiced tomorrow

Looking into vape detectors. It was leaked and is a rumor that kids will be recorded. It's
just a rumor-the model might have word recognition, but will not record.  These are not
approved or chosen yet but looking into one that will alert on key words.  Skipping is the
2nd biggest problem and this might help deter some problems.



● Bell and tardy passes

There was a question about the new bell schedule: :The Bell schedule changed and it
works fine. Students have plenty of time to eat and it cuts down on too many wandering
the building. We asked teachers and colleagues for other ways to reduce hallway traffic
and the commonality was 5 bathroom passes with the expectation is to stay in class and
stay engaged. This is working so far and the students must be selective about their
requests. A Tardy is the suggested fall back solution if run out of passes. Removing
vending machine is not an option and the kids love the snacks so we don’t want to take
away a positive.

Open for Questions

Vape detector questions:  Detector with voice recording to target trigger words- sends alert to
phone.  Offer “help” as a way to get help so someone will come check if emergency.  Could add
teachers to the notification system. All preliminary  Must be approved by the board and hasn’t
been requested yet.  We have money in the budget even when we decide to use them. Want to see
it in action before deciding to researching it first.

**Star student - highest SAT score Davien Abram  Teacher choice: Mrs. Thomas

**Valedictorian Davien Abram                        Salutatorian Cassie Wilson

Coach search: Interviewed today. Board meeting 2/15 WRHS coach will be announced.  Good
conversations about recruitment and college planning. Recognize students that are going to
colleges.  We have the Senior Spotlights already.

Next steps: Need to ask the community what school can do for others-not just community help
with schools. Share ideas!

Adjournment
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